Recovery of hearing and vocal behavior after hair-cell regeneration
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ABSTRACT Postmitotic hair-cell regeneration in the inner ear of birds provides an opportunity to study the effect of renewed auditory input on auditory perception, vocal production, and vocal learning in a vertebrate. We used behavioral conditioning to test both perception and vocal production in a small Australian parrot, the budgerigar. Results show that both auditory perception and vocal production are disrupted when hair cells are damaged or lost but that these behaviors return to near normal over time. Precision in vocal production completely recovers well before recovery of full auditory function. These results may have particular relevance for understanding the relation between hearing loss and human speech production especially where there is consideration of an auditory prosthetic device. The present results show, at least for a bird, that even limited recovery of auditory input soon after deafening can support full recovery of vocal precision.

The avian inner ear provides a useful model for the study of hair-cell regeneration and recovery in the vertebrate ear, but the ultimate value of this regenerative capacity depends on whether it results in functional recovery of auditory and vocal behavior (1–3). In response to either acoustic trauma or insult from ototoxic drugs, both young and adult birds show a temporary period of hair-cell loss and regeneration, usually culminating in considerable anatomical, physiological, and behavioral recovery within several weeks (4–12). Behavioral recovery, as typically defined, refers only to a return of absolute auditory sensitivity to near pretrauma levels (13–16). Much less is known about the recovery of more complex auditory behavior, and nothing is known about the effect of hearing loss and recovery on the production or recognition of learned vocalizations. Though evolutionarily distant from humans, birds provide the only animal model for studying hearing restoration by renewed sensory-cell input and for examining the effect of such recovery on learned vocalizations. The question is whether a “new” auditory periphery results in sufficient functional recovery that a bird can again perceive, learn, and produce complex acoustic communication signals.

The nature of this recovery bears on fundamental issues in auditory plasticity and sensorimotor interfaces. Moreover, the ability to track the time course of such recovery in a vertebrate auditory system may have particular significance for the effective use of auditory prosthetic devices, such as cochlear implants, for the severely hearing impaired (17).

Budgerigars (domesticated parakeets), learn new vocalizations throughout life, especially in response to changes in their social milieu (18–20). Further, our work, as well as the work of others, has shown that these birds experience hair-cell loss and threshold shift after administration of the ototoxic drug kanamycin followed, within several days or weeks, by hair-cell regeneration and a gradual recovery to within 20 dB of normal auditory sensitivity (21, 22). In these experiments, quantitative measures of hair-cell number were made by using SEM photomicrographic montages from 32 birds (14 behavioral, 18 nonbehavioral) and our results are comparable to those reported by others (21–23). After 6 days of kanamycin injection, virtually all of the hair cells are missing in the basal 40% of the papilla. Hair cells begin to be replaced (regenerated) in the basal 40% during the following 6 days, while hair-cell damage (swelling, stereocilia abnormalities) begins to be seen in the distal one-half of the papilla. Hair-cell number is almost normal within 4 weeks of kanamycin cessation, and by 12 weeks hair-cell number was within normal limits (±1 SD). Abnormalities similar to those reported in chicken hair-cell stereocilia after ototoxic drug administration (24) remain in the basal portion of the papilla, even after 7 months. Fig. 1 shows examples of kanamycin-damaged auditory papillae of the budgerigar.

In the following experiments we test whether, following hair-cell loss and regeneration, a bird can discriminate among, and reliably classify, complex vocal signals and whether precision in vocal production is permanently affected by such temporary hearing loss. In the first experiment, six budgerigars were trained by operant conditioning with food reward to detect and discriminate pure tones at various frequencies and intensities. All birds showed absolute and differential thresholds that were within normal limits for this species. For testing absolute thresholds, the birds were trained to detect 300 msec pure-tone pulses presented at the rate of two per sec. In difference limen tests with the method of constant stimuli, birds were required to discriminate a change (in frequency or intensity) against a repeating background of tone pulses. Peak sound pressure levels for frequency, intensity, and call discrimination tests were set to a sensation level of 60 dB for normally hearing budgerigars (25–27). The six birds were then injected with the ototoxic drug kanamycin (200 mg/kg/day) for 8–10 days followed by a resumption of psychophysical testing at approximately biweekly intervals for the next 23 weeks. Following kanamycin treatment, three birds were tested only on absolute thresholds at five different frequencies for several months. The other three birds were tested on absolute thresholds measured only at 1.0 and 2.86 kHz. In this way, intensity and frequency difference limens could also be measured concurrently in these birds along with other call discrimination tests.

The three birds were tested on a pair-wise discrimination task to discriminate among five natural, species-typical, contact calls and their synthetic analogs (Fig. 24) (26, 27). In this test, each call in the set served as both a background and a target a total of 10 times (n = 20 tests on each stimulus pair). Prior to kanamycin injections, discrimination was essentially 100% between contact call types but performance varied...
considerably when birds were required to discriminate within call types (i.e., discriminate a natural call from its synthetic analog or vice versa).

As expected following extensive hair-cell loss, absolute thresholds at all frequencies were elevated immediately following treatment with kanamycin but gradually recovered to within ~15 and 25 dB of preinjection thresholds at 1.0 and 2.86 kHz, respectively, by 8 weeks. Initial threshold shift was greater at high frequencies (50–60 dB above 2,000 Hz) becoming progressively less for lower frequencies (10–30 dB below 2,000 Hz) with the most rapid recovery occurring for the lowest frequencies. Absolute thresholds for all frequencies reached asymptote by 8 weeks after cessation of kanamycin injections with a return to within 5–15 dB of normal for frequencies below 2,000 Hz and within 20–30 dB of normal above 2,000 Hz. These findings are in general agreement with previous reports of threshold recovery after ototoxicity (13, 14, 21). In spite of elevated absolute thresholds, difference limens for intensity and frequency were within normal limits at 1.0 kHz and only moderately elevated at 2.86 kHz 4 weeks following the cessation of injections. The relatively easy discriminations between contact calls from different birds (e.g., two natural calls of Fig. 2A) were unaffected 4 weeks following kanamycin treatment. In contrast, performance on the more difficult discriminations between a natural call and its synthetic analog (e.g., natural vs. synthetic calls of Fig. 2A) was significantly impaired for several months following treatment with kanamycin but improved to preinjection performance levels for two of the three birds at 23 weeks of recovery (Fig. 2B).

The ability to discriminate among different complex vocalizations is less demanding than the ability to identify previously familiar vocalizations. To test whether previously familiar sounds could be identified after hair-cell loss and regeneration, we trained four birds with a second procedure involving the classification of two different contact call types. In this experiment, birds were trained on a go/no-go task to peck one light-emitting diode (LED) (observation key) to hear one of two contact calls from an overhead loudspeaker. If the “Go”

Fig. 1. The basal (high-frequency) half of the papillae of budgerigars sacrificed after 8 days of injection with kanamycin (0-day survival), 14-day survival, and 28-day survival. There is an almost complete loss of hair cells after 8 days of kanamycin injections, recovery is well underway by 14 days following the termination of injections, and hair-cell number is back to normal by 28 days following injections but with clear disturbance in the orientation patterns of the hair-cell stereocilia.
call was presented, the bird was required to peck a second LED (report key) within 2 sec to obtain food. If the no-go call was presented, the bird was required to withhold responding on the report key for 2 sec to avoid punishment, which consisted of extinguishing the chamber lights for 10 seconds and delaying the initiation of the next trial. Daily testing on this call identification task was conducted before, during and after kanamycin injections. The birds’ performance fell to chance levels after several days of kanamycin. Testing at 14 and 28 days following cessation of kanamycin injections showed that performance remained at chance levels. Beginning at 28 days of recovery, the birds were again tested in daily 100-trial sessions. Fig. 3 shows that normal budgerigars given a 28-day pause in testing but no kanamycin, reached criterion after 1 day of testing. The experimental birds, however, had still not returned to preinjection performance levels after 3 days. Additional control experiments with other contact calls showed that kanamycin-treated birds could also learn a new classification though the acquisition time was variable.

The loss of hearing in humans can have a profound effect on the quality of speech and the quality of acoustic communication. To examine the effect of hair-cell loss and regeneration on vocal production, three male budgerigars were trained by operant conditioning to produce different contact calls to two different LEDs. If the bird’s call matched a spectral template stored in the computer, the bird was rewarded with food. In this task, birds were trained to produce one contact call when the left LED was illuminated and a different contact call when the right LED was illuminated. A Sony Microphone fed to a digital signal processing (DSP) board (National Instruments AT-DSP2200) captured the vocal output at a sampling rate of 24 kHz for a total of 266 msec. Fast Fourier transforms were calculated on the fly so that calculations for the first 10.67 msec were carried out while the second 10.67 msec of data were...
being stored in memory, and so forth. Each serial power spectrum was normalized to a peak intensity of 1 (28, 29) with a total of 25 successive serial power spectra computed over 266 msec.

Vocal production was shaped by playing typical aviary sounds in the test chamber and reinforcing the bird with food whenever it emitted a call in response to the tape. Once the bird began to emit calls consistently, the background of aviary sounds was omitted and reinforcement was delivered automatically in response to any vocalization. At first, every call was reinforced. Once the bird was responding reliably, a call was reinforced only when the call was sufficiently different (using the similarity index) from the previous call the bird produced. A similarity index was defined as the sum of the overlapping areas of each of the 25 serial spectra of the bird’s call and the stored “template” call. An index of zero means no overlap while an index of one is perfect overlap (i.e., the bird's call and the template were identical—there was no difference between the instantaneous serial spectra calculated on the bird's call and those calculated for the stored template). In this way, the bird learned to produce at least two different contact calls to obtain food. After the birds reached an asymptotic level of performance at the most stringent criterion (usually ~35 sessions), a similarity matrix was constructed of all the calls produced in a test session. This similarity matrix was analyzed by multidimensional scaling (SYSTAT for Windows, 5.0), which resulted in two clusters of calls in two-dimensional space. The center call in each cluster was selected and stored as the template-to-be-matched in subsequent experiments with kanamycin.

Fig. 4 shows template matching performance for the two call types before, during, and after an 8-day course of kanamycin in two different birds. Vocal behavior is impaired during kanamycin injections but recovers to previous performance levels within 10–15 days following the cessation of injections and well before the return of auditory function as defined by absolute thresholds, difference limens, call discrimination, and call recognition.

![Graph showing relative similarity of contact calls produced by two birds to their respective templates before, during and after injections with the ototoxic drug kanamycin.](image-url)
cell damage and regeneration and the first to track concomitant changes in the precision of vocal production. Both hearing and vocal production are severely affected when many hair cells are damaged or lost, but both behaviors return to normal or near normal over time. Absolute thresholds as well as frequency and intensity difference limens recover considerably by 4–8 weeks. Discrimination and classification tests with vocal signals reveal instances of severe, prolonged perceptual deficits even with a full complement of new hair cells. But these deficits also recover over time with repeated testing and they can be at least partially offset by raising stimulus level. We conclude that, with sufficient time and training, the mature avian auditory system can accommodate input from a newly regenerated periphery sufficiently to allow for recognition of previously familiar vocalizations and the learning of new complex acoustic classifications.

Interestingly, while the precision of vocal production is initially affected by hearing loss from hair-cell damage, this precision recovers long before the papilla is repopulated with new, functional hair cells. This suggests that, even in the absence of veridical auditory feedback, budgerigars, like humans, can also rely on long-term memory combined perhaps with feedback from other sensory systems to guide vocal production. Because both young and adult budgerigars deafened by cochlear removal show permanent changes in vocal output (20), the questions now should focus on how long the sensorimotor interfaces can do without appropriate sensory output (20), the questions now should focus on how long the sensorimotor interfaces can do without appropriate sensory feedback before functional recovery in vocal production is no longer possible. The answer to this question, even in a bird, should have relevance for treatment of hearing loss in humans and the timing of auditory prosthetic devices such as cochlear implants.
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